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ABNITA KABIR FOUNDATION
AT A GLANCE
STAFF

COVERAGE
(Districts)

10 Full time employees
+600 Volunteers engaged

GOVERNANCE
24 General Members
(Executive Members)
33 Total Members
1 Chairperson
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INCLUDES AKFS,
PKSS AND BASHABO

1570

7 Board Members

Belkuchi,
Sirajganj

1 General Secretary

EDUCATION
PROGRAM

PROGRAMMES

ABINTA
EDUCATION
PROGRAMMES

Dhaka

ABINTA KABIR FOUNDATION
OVERVIEW

people
impacted thus
far

6

ABINTA
GALLERY OF
FINE ARTS
PROGRAMMES

110

artists
exhibited thus
far

2

ABINTA
CYBER
CENTER &
ARCHIVES

6,000

POPULATION REACHED
SO FAR

19,032

uses per year
thus far

12 PROJECTS COMPLETED

NUMBER OF PROJECTS, TYPE OF PROJECT AND IMPACT

FIELD OFFICE
Elegant Heights
(14th Floor),
30/2, 30/3,
Progoti Sharani,
Shajadpur

4

Shingra,
Natore

1
2

ASF

300 acid victims supported

Habitat for Humanity,

12 houses donated

Plantation Project

•The Bashabo Adarsha
Prathomik Bidyaloy

•Abinta Gallery of
Fine Arts

•Abinta's Build in
collaboration with
Habitat for Humanity
Bangladesh

•Abinta Cyber
Center and Archive

•Philanthropic
Undertakings

•PKSS Project

•Emergency Reliefs

•Scholarships

UPCOMING PROJECTS
•Orphan Care (Pilot Stage)

•Financial Aid

•Old Home (Pilot Stage)

1300 trees planted

(Jolshiri & Nowabganj)

Maheshkhali,
Cox Bazar

•Abinta Kabir
Foundation School (100
Ft. Project)

SOCIAL
PROGRAM

Bangladesh

2

Bandarban

CULTURE AND
FINE ARTS PROGRAM

2
1
1
1
1
1

Winter Drive

3600 blankets donated

Shishu Hospital

25 children incubated, 20 children in ventilator

WINGS - Financial Aid

12 DU Law Department Students provisioned

Flood Relief to Shirajgonj

500 Packages for 500 families

Korail Slum Support

3000 people received support

Heed Mattress Distribution

15 mattresses donated to 35 beneﬁciaries

Dream - Inspire - Change
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
The Abinta Kabir Foundation (AKF) was
established on 5th March, 2017 primarily
as a conduit to transform Abinta’s rightful
pledges and aspirations to enhance the lives
of underprivileged through fulfilling their basic
needs – home, health, education and access to
income-generating activities. The Foundation
is a registered Trust, registered under the
Societies Registration Act, 1860 (Act XXI of
1860) as well as under the Social Welfare Act,
1961.
Abinta Kabir Foundation primarily focuses
on Educational schemes. The Foundation
provided
financial
support
including
infrastructural and operational costs to 5
(five) schools in Natore for a year; the whole
project was supervised by a local NGO, PKSS.
The Abinta Kabir Foundation also provided
similar support to a primary school in Dhaka
- Bashabo Prathomik Adorsho Bidyaloy; this
project is still ongoing. The Abinta Kabir
Foundation's own school provides holistic
education to underprivileged children, all girls.
The school currently runs four classes (prekinder to Class-II).

ensures their students are exposed to similar
experiences those are taken for granted by
students of well off schools. The Abinta Kabir
Foundation School students have proven
their competence in adapting to any social
situation by participating in various events
alongside other schools – both for affluent
and impoverished children.
Alongside education, the Foundation took an
initiative in partnership with the Habitat for
Humanity Bangladesh to donate funds to build
solid and safe houses for 12 impoverished
families in Kaliganj. The Foundation also
engaged a young woman to supervise the
volunteering programme – one of Abinta’s
most preferred activities. The aim of this
particular programme is to encourage the
youths, particularly girls, to volunteer in social
causes.
The gallery established by Abinta’s
grandmother was renamed after Abinta – the
Abinta Gallery of Fine Arts to commemorate

An Orphanage and an Old Home are the
Foundation’s next projects in line. Abinta Kabir
Foundation also engages in value generating
donations, mostly in kind, regularly to various
worthy causes be it educational, social or
environmental. The Foundation has taken
pledge to serve the community following the
blueprint of Abinta’s ambitions, aspirations
and her very dear dreams; recorded in her
class essays during her freshmen year at
Emory University.

FOREWARD
On 5th March, 2017, we founded something special into being this organization that is dedicated to continuing the philanthropic
mission of my daughter, Abinta.
To take her own words - “I feel passionately about helping others
and I believe that is what I am set out to do.” She believed that one
must strive to use some of his or her time in life to make the world
a better place.
Abinta did make the world a better place in her time with us and
continues to do so through everyone that she touched in her lifetime.
Abinta was a proud Bangladeshi and strived to work towards female
education, empowerment for the underprivileged, orphan and senior
citizen care. She recognized the hardship faced by the ordinary
people of Bangladesh, understood the importance of embracing her
nation for what it is, and work in every way that she could to improve
the quality of life of its people.

to us. We invest in evaluating our work so that we can continue to
learn from what we do and to improve further.
I am proud to share with you this report that details our first year of
work. I hope that Abinta’s joy is evident in all that the Foundation
has accomplished.
In everything we do, we recognize that success is founded on
teamwork and with a set of core values that grounds its members. I
would like to express my sincere gratitude to our partners who have
given us support and encouragement for the work that is so near to
my heart.
It is my hope that together we can usher in an era of dreams,
inspirations and change.
-Ruba Ahmed

The Abinta Kabir Foundation only hopes to continue the philanthropic
work that Abinta started.
Abinta wrote “I realize and understand that most problems have
fairly complex solutions and require concrete planning, widespread
education, class action and substantial funding.” Having her own
words as the Foundation’s blueprint, we have been able to reach out
20,000 ++ lives and beneficiaries through the projects maintained
by Abinta Kabir Foundation.
Ultimately, all our work is directed towards changing lives, and
helping women and girls achieve their full potential.
The aspirations and actions set in motion this year will influence
generations to come. We know this well and strive to achieve the
maximum impact with the resources available and guidance entrusted

The children are taught by a set of very talented
and engaging teachers following the NCTB
though special emphasis is given on teaching
English and Maths. Extra-curricular activities
are encouraged ostensibly. The Foundation

6

Abinta’s passion and natural flair for arts
and crafts. The gallery holds exhibitions of
artworks by famous as well as upcoming
local artists and various art competitions
for school children to promote Banglafeshi
art. The Fine Arts department of Dhaka
University has honoured Abinta’s memory
for her obvious attachment to the world of
art, by naming a part of their library after her.
The Foundation funded a Cyber Centre and
an Archive to digitise the library records for
future generation of artists and craftsmen.

Dream - Inspire - Change
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OUR VISION

INTRODUCTION
A PHILANTHROPIST’S DREAMS

To create opportunity for
the underprivileged to
live a life of dignity and
pride

“As a Bangladeshi, it is my responsibility to help
others. I think, if I want my country to become
developed and prosperous then I definitely need
to take some action in order to succeed.”

OUR MISSION

Is to inspire and empower
the underprivileged
to live a life of dignity
through holistic education
and care for orphans and
senior citizens

- Abinta Kabir
The Abinta Kabir Foundation was formed on 5th March, 2017
to make unrealised dreams of a young philanthropist, a high
spirited soul, and an intelligent academic, come to fruition.
Abinta's head was full of brilliant ideas about how to give
back to her country and she was certain it was the way for our
country to prosper and develop.
Abinta was very clear about her future direction - a set-plan of
what she wanted to do and who she wanted to be; “I believe
I have responsibility towards those who are less fortunate and
don’t have the same luxuries as I am grateful to have. Those
who are fortunate enough in life should help those in need
in order to make their lives better.” She was empathetic and
sympathetic to the plights of those who struggle to meet
their very basic needs day after day. Her aspirations led to the
formation of the Abinta Kabir Foundation.

8
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RATIONALE BEHIND THE FOUNDATION

THE DREAM CATCHERS’ STORY
Being a student of high calibre, Abinta believed
education is the key to success of not only
personal goals, but national objectives. She left
deep marks in her short, but very successful
student life, on her teachers, professors,
sport coaches and peers. They all have vivid
memories of her brilliance as an academic
and an accomplished athlete. She loved to
play basketball and was part of her school’s
basketball team. She was very clear what she
wanted to achieve and how to get there. She
volunteered to educate street children, helped
kids of an orphanage, provided life skills to acid
survivors, and planted trees. She volunteered
at the HOPE Foundation, who provide medical
support to victims of violence, particularly acid
victims, and also with Habitat for Humanity
Bangladesh to build shelters/houses for the
organisation’s beneficiaries.

DETERMINATION

“Determination is something one
should always possess because it is
always important to aim high."

GRATITUDE

"This value informs my purpose
because I aim to help those around
me and give back to the people of my
country who are suffering from poverty
and hunger.”

Thus, following in Abinta's footsteps, the
Foundation has five founding pillars and core
values.
These values were reflected in every sphere
of Abinta's life - her future goal was to start
an NGO to help those in need. She was a true
champion of the philosophy that the people
with resources should help people in need
to make this world a better place. “One must
strive to use some of her or his time to make
the world a better place. This is because we
all live in the same world and it is our duty to
help preserve it for not just for ourselves but for
future generations."
So, the Abinta Kabir Foundation started it's
journey to make those dreams a reality.

10

OUR CORE VALUES
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OPEN
MINDEDNESS

"I try my best to accept those around
me and become more aware of the
various culture and traditions.”

RESPECT

“I want to become successful,
hardworking and accepting, but at the
same time care for those around me
and appreciate the fortunate life I live.”

TRUST

“It is crucial to treat others correctly
and to also be surrounded by those you
trust will be a good influence on you."

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

WHO WE ARE

To honour her memory and to catch her dreams, the Abinta Kabir Foundation was
established. The Founding Members meet at least once in every three months. They are
the ultimate body to alter or completely change the direction of the Foundation.
The Abinta Kabir Foundation was also registered under the Social Welfare Act, 1961
under the Ministry of Social Welfare on 31st December, 2017. An Executive Board with
7 members was formed. The Executive Committee members are responsible to take
important decisions about Abinta Kabir Foundation’s current and future programmes as
well as the general management of the foundation. They are also responsible for altering
Rules and Regulations and by-law for accomplishing the foundation’s objectives. The
Board has the last word regarding recruitment and/or discharging. The Executive Board
meets once in every four months.

Abinta Kabir Foundation also has a body of
General Members, which contains 24 members.
The members are selected based on their interest
in the activities of the Foundation and believes in
its aims and objectives. They meet at least once
a year.
The Foundation is currently headed by the
Founder General Secretary and has 10 staffs.
The General Secretary overlooks day-to-day
activities of the Foundation and takes all relevant
important decisions. The Foundation has the
following departments:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Abinta Kabir Foundation | Annual Report 2017 -2018

Research and Development
Education Programme
Finance and Accounts
Procurement and Logistics
Communication and PR
Gallery Team
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OUR ACTIVITIES
Altruistic Endeavors

The Abinta Kabir Foundation School

"I realise and understand that most
problems have fairly complex solutions
and
require
concrete
planning,
widespread education, class action and
substantial funding.”

THE EDUCATION SCHEME

-Abinta Kabir
Abinta Kabir Foundation designed a policy to
get involved in those specific schemes which
would truly reflect Abinta’s aspirations. The
Foundation’s General Secretary, Ms. Ruba
Ahmed, explicitly stated that she will only start
projects that would serve Abinta’s purpose as a
Philanthropist. The projects undertaken by the
Foundation are funded with their own fund so
far, but anybody or any organisation with similar
inclination is encouraged to join the cause.

The Habitat Project

"I am acutely sensitive to the
tremendous hardships faced by
ordinary people in Bangladesh
and also understand that these
hardships are a result of many
centuries of unplanned growth,
strong prejudices and lack of
education."
The Abinta Cyber Center and Archive

12
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-Abinta Kabir

Abinta Kabir, a relentless champion that education is
the key to improved livlihoods and stable economic
enhancement, was determined to ensure free
education for the underprivileged children.
Abinta Kabir Foundation is carrying out those dreams
by making education available to disadvantaged
and impoverished children. The Foundation firmly
believes in enhancing the lives of impoverished
children, giving them a platform through which
they can receive the necessary guidance to
become independent, self-sufficient and productive
individuals of the society. To commemorate her
brilliant educational history, the Foundation
undertook three pilot schemes in three areas:

a) Natore in partnership with Polli Kollayan Shikhkha
Society (PKSS)
b) Bashabo, supervised by an independent specialist
c) The Abinta Kabir Foundation School: The
Foundation’s own project.
Abinta Kabir Foundation aspires to engage primarily
in quality educational programmes. It is their utmost
priority because of the Founder’s firm belief that a
nation can develop positively when its citizens are
educated. The Foundation aims to provide quality
education to the underprivileged children, but
desires to have a hand in their overall development.
Therefore, they also include the students’ families in
their schemes.

The Abinta Kabir Foundation | Annual Report 2017 -2018
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THE EDUCATION SCHEME:

There were
a total of 138
students between
kindergarten up
to Class V who
benefited from this
scheme.

ABINTA KABIR
FOUNDATION
SCHOOLS IN
PARTNERSHIP WITH
PKSS
Polli Kallyan Shikha Society (PKSS) has a
long history of providing free education to
underprivileged children in Natore district. They
took part in the Foundation’s inaugural ceremony.
Later their representative approached with the
idea of a partnership under the Education Support
Programme (ESP). As a one-year pilot scheme, the
Foundation borrowed from BRAC’s ‘One Room
School’ design and went into partnership with
PKSS to start five one-room-schools (elementary)
in areas where the partner organisation was
already working.

This programme was initiated in February 2017
with five schools in Natore in five villages. These
areas are: Joykuri, ParchokHoripur, Ningoin
Ghunpara, Ningoin Uttarpara and Patkol.
The Foundation provided monetary assistance,
including teachers’ salaries, education materials
while PKSS was responsible to do all relevant
supervision. PKSS was responsible to provide
monthly reports on students’ progresses as well
as the extent of their families’ involvement in the
project.
This one year project (February, 2017 to January,
2018) was a stepping stone for the Foundation to
move forward with their own school programme.
Each school had thirty students, girls and boys –
destitute and impoverished. The age groups were
between 6 to7 and 3 to 14. Along with education,
they also were encouraged to take part in various
extra-curricular activities to develop their physical,
mental and reflexive skills. Their parents were also
a part of the holistic approach that the Foundation
believes – informed and involved parents provide
a better home environment for students to
successfully achieve not only their academic goal

14
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but acquire over-all accomplishments in life.
Abinta Kabir Foundation, along with the partner
organisation PKSS, organised monthly meetings
with the parents to administer basic training in
hygiene and sanitation and general information on
issues related to child rights. The meeting agendas
include imparting information on followings:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Importance of education, particularly for girls
Their responsibilities to ensure their daughters’
regular attendance
Necessity to ensure proper usage and management
of educational materials, e.g. books, notebooks,
pencils, pens, etc.
Importance of regular vigilance to protect children’s
rights – safeguards them from all sorts of violence,
particularly physical abuse and protects them from
being victims of child trafficking.
Ensure usage of safe drinking water and stop
consumption of stale food.
Maintain personal hygiene and make sure of their
children’s cleanliness.

As per the agreement, PKSS was supposed to
transfer the schools in Dhaka from Natore; but
this could not be achieved and the Foundation
discontinued the association.

THE EDUCATION SCHEME:

THE BASHABO
ADARSHA
PRATHOMIK
BIDYALOY

The Bashabo Adarsha Prathomik Bidyaloy, based in
Bashabo Ohab Colony, Plot-142, Block-D, Sabujbag,
Dhaka, is running since 1987. The students are from
impoverished families living in the surrounding
areas. The school was dilapidated and in need
of immediate refurbishment. It is imperative to
have access to solid and relevant environment for
students to gain impactful education. The poorly
constructed school was not abetting the befitting
environment for learning. The Foundation went
into a contract with the Head Teacher of the
school to provide funds which were aimed for
infrastructural development. The Foundation paid
additionally to cover the cost of a total number of
4 teachers, 1 Head teacher, 1 admin assistant and
1 caregiver. There were a total of 138 students
between Kindergarten up to Class V who benefited
from this project.
The Abinta Kabir Foundation | Annual Report 2017 -2018
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THE EDUCATION SCHEME:

THE ABINTA KABIR
FOUNDATION SCHOOL
This is the Foundation’s own project. It is situated in Vatara, Dhaka and running since
5th July, 2017. To honour and realise Abinta’s dream to ensure education for all the
Foundation designed this particular project. This education programme was composed
to provide students all-inclusive curriculums to not only make the students excel in
their studies, but also to develop them as critical thinkers and future philanthropists
to be compassionate to plights of other underprivileged children.

CONCEPTUALISING
THE PROJECT
The Foundation believes every child should have
the ability to make her/himself empowered to
decide on their futures. Hence the School has
designed their curriculum keeping in mind the
values Abinta herself stood by all through her
life. The delivery of teaching follows specific
aims; these are:
CONFIDENCE BUILDING
The children will be upfront and clear about
what they want to achieve, how to reach their
goals and be able to take important decisions
for themselves.

16
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FEELING OF PRIDE AND DIGNITY
Each child will feel proud of their accomplishments as an individual and as family to lead a
life of dignity
ENHANCE THEIR CREATIVE SKILLS
Introduce them to the world of creativity by
designing extra-curricular schedules on arts,
crafts, mural paintings, cultural performances
INVOLVE PARENTS
Extra effort in engaging parents to participate
in school activities; this would enable students
to notice their parents attentions and interests
in their future and not only as a meal providers
– but as their ultimate role models.
DEVELOP A SET OF CORE VALUES
Respecting those around them - family, teachers, peers, friends and others; grateful for the
opportunities they get in life, appreciate the
chances they are given to be someone; determination to be an achiever; openness to
new ideas to improve their chances to be a
pathfinder; trust in those who extended their
hands and promised to help them realise their
dreams; and adopt a fearless attitude to become successful, a role model and above all,
the true torch bearers for Abinta.

OUR GOAL

Is to inspire and empower
the underprivileged
children to build a life of
dignity through holistic
education

OUR OBJECTIVE

The education programme
is concerned with the
holistic development of
every child’s intellectual,
emotional, social,
physical, artistic and
creative potentials.

SAFE AND SECURE SCHOOL
The Foundation School takes the children’s security very seriously. They follow strict rules in
hiring teachers as well as support staff. With
a view to make the students self-reliant and
efficient to protect themselves outside the
School, they are provided with self-defence
classes.
The Abinta Kabir Foundation | Annual Report 2017 -2018
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THE EDUCATION SCHEME:

THE
SCHOOL
ITSELF

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The school’s child-friendly learning
environment has been designed with
a lot of care, to provide a joyful school
atmosphere. The teachers are constantly
pushed to develop their teaching-learning
techniques in order to keep up to the 21st
century’s demands. The supreme aim is
to empower the students with necessary
tools and skills so that they can break out
of the cycle of poverty, and to lead a life
of respect and self-worth in ‘not-too-far’
a future.

The Abinta Kabir Foundation School has four
grades: pre-kinder, kindergarten, class-I and
class-II. Each class has 16 students, all girls aged
between 4 to 7 years of age. The students - all girls
- are selected on the basis of the total household
income; families with a monthly income of less
than BDT Tk. 12,000 (US$ 145) are targeted. In
case of single parent household the Foundation's
policy includes ‘women-headed households’ only.
The other criteria for prioritisation involve a large
family size (with an average of five or more) and
income earners not more than two. They all live in
the surrounding areas or in areas within walking
distance from the school. These students are
admitted to the school following the traditional
selection process: written and oral admission
tests.

Library
Science lab
Study Corner
Computer Lab
Multi-Media Room
Play room
Gallery
Mural painting/Interactive wall
Doctor’s chamber
Shower facilities
School Kitchen
A garden – reared and taken care with the
students active participation

The classrooms are beautifully decorated
with arts and crafts created by the children
themselves. Each class - clean and smartly
furnished with child-friendly furniture - enable
each student to have easy access to the
teacher. The play room and multimedia rooms
are equipped with colourful age appropriate
toys, comfortable sitting arrangements, child
friendly and educational videos. The premises
is aimed to attract and stimulate children’s
interest in learning.

The school
has a 95%
attendance
rate.
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THE STUDENTS AND
THEIR SELECTION
PROCESS:

The Abinta Kabir Foundation School is a
stable and solid infrastructure which houses
basic as well as advance facilities for students,
their parents and the teachers. Access to
these facilities is very important to create a
coherent and appropriate environment for
absolute learning. These facilities include:

Dream - Inspire - Change

Each student owns a portfolio, kept at the school,
which gives a clear picture regarding the student’s
progression - academic, physical and mental –
yearly.

The Abinta Kabir Foundation | Annual Report 2017 -2018
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STORYTIME WITH NANA - NANI

THE EDUCATION SCHEME:

This is again an experimental pilot scheme of Abinta Kabir Foundation
School, where senior citizens are invited to simply read and discuss
a book with the students. These sessions are a way to build bridges
between two generations. The older generation enjoys a fun-time
with the younger generation, and the young ones learn important life
lessons from elders’ real-life experiences.

THE ABINTA
KABIR SCHOOL'S
DELIVERANCE
The school follows the national curriculum
with strong emphasis on English, Maths and
Technological Education. The Abinta Kabir
Foundation School, however, adapted the existing
NCTB and added supplementary materials.
Teachers are encouraged to use interactive
and participatory teaching-learning methods
by imparting lessons through student-centred
and data-driven teaching methodologies and
employing best practice; introduce English as a
communication medium; and be more proactive
in engaging students in various extracurricular
activities. Sports days, art and craft fairs, interschool art competitions, etc. – are regularly
organised to boost students’ morale.
Because of the size of the class (each class has 16
students) – the teachers spend healthy amount
of time with each students. The class follows an
interactive style of learning, where students are
encouraged to ask questions or air their opinion
on specific topics; this in turn, builds students’
confidence and ability to communicate boldly and
openly.
The students pay a minimum of BDT Tk. 10 (US$
0.13 cents) as a token tuition fee per month. This
money is collected as ‘admission fee’ for 2019. In
addition to teaching students benefits of saving,

20

EXTRA CLASSES ON SATURDAYS

This is organised particularly with the aim to encourage students to
prepare home work as well as extra lessons in English and Maths.
Students from impoverished families often do not get adequate
support to do school work at home. Hence this extra day at school
where students can continue to learn.
In these sessions students also get involved in religious studies, classes
on arts and crafts, music lessons and book reading. Issue-based dramas
are periodically performed. Self-defence classes are also organised to
provide basic self-defence skills. Educational and child-friendly videos
are periodically shown at the School’s multi-media room.

PARENTS-TEACHERS’ MEETINGS

this initiative has been undertaken to instill accountability and responsibility for their children’s
education within parents. The school boasts a fully equipped play and multi-media room and a library
consisting over 3,000 story books, both in Bengali and English – sourced locally and from abroad.
They also provide school bags, uniforms, shoes and sweaters as well as all necessary educational
material and a range of stationeries and learning materials for in-class use for the students. The
students get nutritious meals and monthly free health check-ups. School provides professional
development in-house trainings for teachers. Periodic field trips and outings are organised. Monthly
parent-teachers meetings are an important and absolute necessary part of the project.
The Foundation puts extra emphasis activities those would induce desire and effort to learn. They
also observe special occasions and special days; such as the Bengali New Year. The event consisted
of stalls that the students and parents sold handmade and recylced products.

The Abinta Kabir Foundation believes in holistic education; hence
they put extra effort in involving parents in their children’s lives. Apart
from sharing their children’s educational prowess, they are also given
information on issues related importance of education – particularly
for girls, basic health and hygiene, awareness on gender situation, etc.
These meetings also provide a platform to discuss suggestions relating
to parenting skill
It is not an easy task to run a successful school in the present urban
lifestyle, particularly the lower income earning families. They work
hard and long hours to provide for the family and often education –
particularly girls’ education – gets overlooked. The following areas are
proving to be a challenge:
•
•
•

Designing a self-sustainable schooling model
Sensitizing parents to feel responsible to ensure students’ learning
Designing interventions to maximize learning time at students’
homes

To encourage learning and introduce underprivileged children to the wonders of education, the
Abinta Kabir Foundation School organises special programmes. These are as follows:
Dream - Inspire - Change
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THE HABITAT PROJECT:

ABOUT
The Abinta Kabir Foundation feels strongly
that a peaceful home ensures successful
contributions in overall social growth of the
nation by the household members.
The Foundation partnered with Habitat for
Humanity Bangladesh to build 12 decent and
affordable homes in the Brahmongaon village
(Kaliganj upzilla) in the district of Gazipur.
Habitat for Humanity has been working with
low income families to build strength, stability
and self-reliance through shelter since 1999
throughout Bangladesh.
The whole process of initiation of this particular
project stemmed from Abinta’s continuous
effort to help underprivileged families so that
they can be self-reliant and be able to bring
significant changes in their lifestyles. The
Foundation designed two specific programmes
to bring this dream project into reality. These
are:

THE HABITAT PROJECT
The founder of the Abinta Kabir Foundation had great affinity with the day-to-day struggles the people with
marginal or often no income; in her own words, “I am acutely sensitive to the tremendous hardships faced
by ordinary people in Bangladesh and also understand that these hardships are a result of many centuries of
unplanned growth, strong prejudices and lack of education."
22
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(a) The Abinta Kabir Young Volunteer Fellowship
(b) a special annual build event. Abinta herself
volunteered with multiple ‘build projects’ of
Habitat while she was studying in the American
International School in Dhaka.
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THE HABITAT PROJECT:

WHY KALIGANJ?
In a baseline survey conducted previously by
Habitat Bangladesh in 2015, it was discovered
that 80% of the households in Kaliganj live
in inadequate housing made of temporary
materials, such as mud and tin. More than
87% of families get their drinking water from
tube wells that are at risk of arsenic or heavy
metal contamination. Over 34% of households
do not have proper sanitary latrines. Although
some projects have been implemented in the
area, there still remains a sizeable proportion of
population that live without access to proper
housing, water and sanitation facilities.
Considering the scope of this project, this
not only included donations for 12 houses
complete with a latrine and tube-well, but
also focused on developing youth leadership
through volunteering opportunities, Kaliganj
was the ideal target area. The project also
aimed at creating volunteer build opportunities
for the youth in the project where the youth
spend the day helping those in need.
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THE HABITAT PROJECT:

THE ABINTA KABIR YOUNG
VOLUNTEER FELLOWSHIP
Abinta Kabir Foundation introduced a ‘Young Volunteer Fellowship’
programme in partnership with the Habitat Bangladesh for two years
(2017-2018) in memory of Abinta Kabir. The ultimate goal for creating this
particular position is two-fold: (a) mobilising youth toward volunteerism;
and (b) acquaint them to take leading roles in initiatives designed for making
changes in the society. The position fulfils the dual role of building woman
leadership and encouraging volunteerism among the youth of Bangladesh.
A volunteer Coordinator, Maisha Maliha was recruited in October, 2017 as
a fellow for this program. The Foundation provides financial support for
two years to the appointed volunteer for the followings:
•
•
•

THE HABITAT PROJECT:

SPECIAL YOUTH
‘BUILD EVENT’ IN
BANGLADESH
“I believe that people are inherently
good and thus humans are at times
naturally inclined to help others."
-Abinta Kabir

The houses side walls were already constructed; the volunteers helped to lay out
the concrete floors. The homeowners worked alongside the volunteers too.

Salary and benefits
Travel expenses
A Laptop

Maisha works with the senior Manager of Communications and Volunteer
programmes at the Habitat Bangladesh. She is mainly responsible to
overlook the habitat project of the Foundation. She is also responsible to
carry out research to raise awareness on the necessity of proper housing in
Bangladesh among the young volunteers of Habitat Bangladesh. The focus
of this programme is for the fellow to develop a guideline for volunteerism
in Bangladesh – concentrating mainly on the needs of decent housing.
The other objective of this fellowship is to help the Habitat Bangladesh to
design a guideline to ensure young people, particularly young girls, to get
involved in social works, develop skills to find resources and to organise
relevant events.

Keeping in mind Abinta’s zeal and genuine desire to help the less fortunate. Hundreds of
volunteer participated in the annual build event. The foundation – committed to uphold Abinta’s
aspirations to contribute in making underprivileged people’s life prosper, generously donated to
cover construction as well as material costs for twelve (12) homes.
Abinta’s Build – was inaugurated on 17th of November, 2017 where more than 350 volunteer
participated to achieve the seemingly insurmountable task. They built 12 homes for 12 families
leading lives of extreme hardship in substandard houses in Brahmongaon, Kaliganj of Gazipur
district.
Each house has one bedroom, one veranda, one attached latrine, and one arsenic-free tube well
(the residents of Kaliganj has limited access to water – for drinking or otherwise.

The principle objective of this fellowship is to benefit young volunteers,
educational institutes and families living in the substandard housing. She
is also responsible to conduct a research on Volunteerism in Bangladesh,
which will be the first of its kind in the country.

24
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THE HABITAT PROJECT:

THE SELECTION
CRITERIA OF THESE
HOUSE OWNERS:
•
•
•
•
•

This event was to re-establish Abinta’s commitments to assist families to strengthen their
effort to be self-reliant and subsequently their life styles and also to encourage volunteerism,
particularly among youths and initiate community services. The event, organised jointly by the
Foundation and Habitat for Humanity Bangladesh was widely and actively participated in by
young women from Abinta’s own family and friends, various non-governmental organisations
and representatives from media.

The average daily income is not more
than BDT Tk. 50 (US $ 0.60 pence)
They have to be permanent residents
of the area
They have to own the land on which
the house was built
Women headed households were given
preference
Compulsory labour in constructing the
houses

Volunteer teams:
CRITCALINK, OBAT,
YMCA, Project Bee, IUB
students, Pledge Harbour
International School, ISD,
DPS, Playpen School, Sir
John Wilson School, Graphic
People, PATHAO
The Country Director of Habitat, Mr John Armstrong, the Abinta Kabir Foundation's General Secretary, Ms Ruba Ahmed and the US Ambassador, Ms Marcia
Bernicat attended the ceremony with volunteers and other esteemed guests.

26
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OUR GOAL

ABINTA GALLERY OF FINE ARTS

To promote
Bangladeshi
artists and artistry
extensively in local
and global arena

EXHIBITIONS

OUR
OBJECTIVE

To provide a
platform for
Bangladeshi young
artists to showcase
their creative minds
and talents

‘IMMENSIT Y’

‘MEMORIES BEYOND TIME’

Students art project; students participated
in a residency art camp at Lama, Bandarban.
The Gallery provided 45 days open studio
for the participants to showcase their works,
which included straight forward ﬁne arts as
well as other media, i.e. sculpture, miniatures,
acrylic paintings, sketches, installations etc.

Brilliantly portrayed 60 prominent artworks
(37 acrylic paintings on canvas and 23
spatula drawings on paper) showing each
and every light of everyday lives of people
from all strata of life - poor and rich.

An outcome exhibition
24th February, 2018 - 10th March, 2018

ABINTA GALLERY OF FINE ARTS
Abinta was an aspiring artist as witnessed in the various drawing sheets so lovingly preserved in the memoire. Related to someone who is passionate
about ﬁne arts – Abinta’s grandmother– Ms Nilu Rowshon Murshed, established a gallery of ﬁne arts. She is a relentless champion and patron of local
artists, particularly young and upcoming ones. The gallery, Athena Gallery of Fine Arts, was established in June, 2012 where various art exhibitions
are periodically organised.
The Gallery will serve as a cultural and education centre with frequent exhibitions, seminars, workshops and other activities open to public at large by
liaising with other galleries home and abroad. It is their ambition to create an inclusive community promoting meaningful exchange to establish strong
and useful links among artists and art lovers across the globe.
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Solo painting exhibition by Syed Jahangir
11th Novemeber, 2017 - 1st December, 2017

Featuring:

Syed Jahangir

Featuring:

Kutubul Islam (Khulna University); Antara Mehrukh
Azad (Dhaka University – DU); Imam Mahdi (DU);
Proshun Halder (DU); Md. Ariful Islam Opu (Pathshala);
Md.Atiqur Rahman Komol (Pathshala); Azizee Fawmi
Khan (DU); Shakib Salim (DU), Joyonto Sarkar John
(University of Development Alternative)
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‘COMMEMOR ATION’

A tribute to Abinta’s passion for arts and local
artists
20th April, 2018 - 30th April, 2018
Art works depicting ‘the inner world of
women’ – their uniqueness, meaning of
reality from their point of views and how
they perceive the world - in various art
forms
Featuring:

SHAKO – an association of talented and prolific women
artists in Bangladesh
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ABINTA GALLERY OF FINE ARTS

“LITTLE ARTISTS”
THE ART COMPETITION

‘THE PRINT’

‘MONGOLIA A COUNTRY OF

A group exhibition
14th October, 2017 - 27th October, 2017

A group exhibition
22nd April, 2017 - 22nd May, 2017

BLUE SK Y’

26 talented young students along with 7
mentors of the Department of Print Making,
Dhaka University feature their artworks to
exhibit various techniques of print making
with innovative concepts of modern art.

To celebrate Abinta’s life, her achievement
and her aspirations 60 famous Bangladeshi
artists show-cased their paintings in this
month long event; this event was chaired
by Mrs. Nilu Murshed, Chairperson of the
Gallery

34 photographs by various photographers
representing serene beauty and natural
view of Mongolia- a country located in the
Northern side of Asian continent.

Featuring:

Fahmida Akhter, Tamanna Siddique Aishy, Atique Foysal
Tonmoy, Nasrin Rehana Eva, Urmi Roy, Monica Rente
Prosun, Sanchita Biswas, Mazharul Islam, Md.Shahed
Hossain, Faisal Abir, shaila Sharmin, Tahira Hossain,
Aman Ullah Aman, Avijit Mondol, Turin Tasmira Dishani,
Nusrat Jahan, Gultekin Sadia, Chitaran Shaha, Md.
Fazle Elahi, Swapon Kumar Sana, Tafannum Kagoji
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‘LOVING MEMORIES’

Showcasing beautiful Mongolia in all its glory
26th May, 2018 - 28th April, 2018

Featuring:

Featuring:

Syed Jahangir, Rafiqun Nabi, Samarjit Roy Choudhury,
Murtaja Baseer, Monirul Islam, Md. Eunus, Dr. Farida Zaman,
Hamiduzzaman Khan, Kalidas Karmakar, Abdus Shakoor Shah,
Ranjit Das, Nisar Hossain, Shahid Kabir, Mahmudul Haque,
Biren Shome, Abul Barq Alvi, Abul Mannan, Jamal Ahmed,
Nasreen Begum, Ivy Zaman, Syed Hasan Mahmud, Atia Islam
Anne, Rokeya Sultana, Naima Haque, Kanak Chanpa Chakma,
Mohammad Iqbal, M. M. Maiz Uddin, Nasim Ahmed Nadvi,
Ahmed Shamsuddoha, Sheikh Afzal Hossain, Mostafizul
Haque, Saidul Haque Juise, Fareha Zeba, Mahbubur Rahman,
Tayeba Begum Lipi, Shamina Sharmin, Rezaun Nabi, Sohana
Shareen, Dhali al Mamoon, Dilara Begum Jolly, Shameem
Subrana, Afrozaa Jamil Konka, Anisuzzaman, Sahid kazi,
Bipasha Hayat, Maksuda Iqbal Nipa, Nadia Andaleeb Preema,
Shulekha Chaudhury, Gulshan Hossain, Kamruzzaman
Shadhin, Bishwajit Goswami, Abdus Sattar Toufiq, Dulal
Chandrow Gain, Kamal Uddin, Sumon Wahid
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Photographs collected by the honourable Ambassador
of the Mongolian Embassy, H.E. Mr Gonching Ganbold

Besides these regular events, the Abinta Kabir Foundation
and the Abinta Gallery of Fine Arts jointly launched a series
of art competitions in 2018 between February and April, in
different schools in Dhaka and Chittagong. The objectives
of this particular scheme was to convey Abinta’s love and
respect for her country and her spirit of patriotism to the
youths of Bangladesh to be considered as yardsticks to
follow; as well as bringing students from all levels of social
sphere on a common platform. The participating schools
were a mixture of schools caters to affluent families and
those targets only underprivileged ones.
The theme of the competition was Bangladesh’s rich
history and culture to sensitise the youth about our
magnificent history and encourage pride in our heritage
of being a Bangladeshi. A total number of 9 (nine) schools
participated in this scheme, a list of which is given below.
The winners of the competitions showcased their artworks
at the Gallery.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

ABC School for underprivileged
Abinta Kabir Foundation School
Amader Pathshala
Chittagong Grammar School, Dhaka
Chittagong Grammar School, Chittagong (National
Curriculum)
Chittagong Grammar School, British Curriculum
Frobel Play School
Oxford International School
Scholastica Junior Section
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ABINTA CYBER CENTER

THE ARCHIVE

ABINTA CYBER CENTER

ABINTA CYBER CENTER & ARCHIVE
Abinta had always exhibited her immense passion for drawings and paintings – a passion she shared with her grandmother. The
Fine Arts Department of the Dhaka University honoured her memory by proposing to name a part of their Library in Abinta’s
name. To champion her fervour, The Abinta Cyber Centre was launched on 24th May, 2017 at the Fine Arts Faculty Library at the
University of Dhaka. The Vice Chancellor of the university, Dr. AAMS Arefin Siddique, chaired at the inauguration ceremony.
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THE CYBER
CENTER

Abinta Kabir Foundation established a digital
archive system to permanently secure records
which have been accumulated over the
tenure of the Department of Fine Arts, for
future usage. This particular facility ensures
that the valuable and imperative documents
will survive the trials of time indefinitely. The
faculty members, students and local artists,
as well as other South Asian artists, can utilise
this site to store their portfolios, selected art
works and any other relevant documents for
life and beyond. The Foundation ensures
complete maintenance of both the Abinta
Kabir Cyber Center and Archive.

The Cyber Centre has WIFI facilities, modern computers, photocopier
and printer – all financed by the Foundation. The Center provides
members of the Fine Arts Department, both faculty and students,
to use necessary soft ware (Automated Library Management
System) applications to support their academic endeavours. The
overall objective of this project is to provide technological facilities
to faculty members, students and freelancers for research and
learning purposes as a means of fostering creativity and to maintain
a platform for artists from all over the world to connect. The
Foundation provides financial support for the operational costs of
the Center as well.
The Abinta Kabir Foundation | Annual Report 2017 -2018

The Cyber
Centre is
visited by
approximately
140 students
per week.
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EDUCATIONAL
PHILANTHROPY
EMORY COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP:
Abinta was a student of the Oxford College of Emory
University, Atlanta, Georgia, USA. She was well known for
her brilliant academic pursuits. She achieved 3.98 GPA in
her freshman year and received the Phi Eta Sigma award
which is a national honor society for first-year students at
Emory University. The award acknowledges outstanding
scholastic achievement and rewards academic excellence.
Due to receiving the award, Abinta was eligible to apply for
a scholarship, but she refused to apply. She believed that
the scholarship should go to someone who did not have the
means to afford it.

THE PHILANTRHOPIC UNDERTAKINGS

“I understand the importance of embracing my nation for what
it is, and work in every way that I can to improve the quality of
life of its people.” - Abinta Kabir
34
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During her time in university Abinta was a student leader
who exemplified kindness and unity, serving as a role model
to other students and dedicating numerous hours to the
Student Activities Committee. Her achievement, leadership,
and service have left an indelible impact on Oxford College.
To honour her memory, Emory University renamed a room
after and her fellow classmate Faraaz Hossain.
To honour her wish to support talented students who needs
financial assistance and to make her mark ceaseless, the
Foundation introduced a life-long scholarship for deserving
students from Bangladesh (or in absence of a student from
Bangladesh, talented students from South East Asia will
be given preference). The endowment fund will cover the
tuition, accommodation and any other relevant expenses.
In 2017, Mr Mohammed Hussein Syed, a brilliant academic
from Hyderabad, India has been granted the scholarship.
The Abinta Kabir Foundation | Annual Report 2017 -2018

“Education is a
huge factor that
helped me to know
what I know.”
- Abinta Kabir
FINANCIAL AID TO LAW STUDENTS:
Importance of education was always high on
Abinta's priority list, attested by her teachers,
peers and her brilliant academic career. To carry
forward her dreams, the Foundation provided a
lump sum to 10 deserving students - all female
- so that they could realise their ambitions of
becoming successful lawyers.
WINGS, a women's organization, partnered with
Abinta Kabir Foundation in this particular scheme
to provide financial support to talented and
deserving students. Dr. Shanaz Huda, a renowned
human rights activist and a faculty member of the
Department of Law, University of Dhaka helped
the Foundation to select these students.
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SOCIAL
PHILANTHROPY
ACID SURVIVORS FOUNDATION:
“I met several women who did not let their physical
disfigurement affect their aspirations. They went to
university and studied to become lawyers, doctors
and pursue other professions; by example, they have
inspired other victims to undertake similar goals”.
Abinta volunteered in various NGOs while she was in
Bangladesh. She felt particularly close to the purposes of the Acid Survivors Foundation (ASF). She was
acutely aware about the harmful effects of acid violence on victims as well as their families. She held the
survivors of acid victims in high regard.
The Foundation donated 140 meters of fabrics for
Pressure Garments to ASF on 29th of March, 2017.
The stretchy nature of the garment benefits the survivors by protecting fragile skin, promoting better
blood circulation in damaged tissues, diminishing
itching and moisturising skin to upkeep the lubrication level on damaged skin.

THE CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL:
To honour Abinta’s zealous will to help in reducing
child mortality and ensure mothers’ good health the
Foundation provided one incubator and one ICU
ventilator to the Neo-natal Intensive Care Unit (NICU)
of the Shishu (Children’s) Hospital. NICU specialises
in care of critically ill and prematurely born babies.
The neonatal incubators are used to maintain optimal
environmental conditions suitable for new-borns. The
incubators include blood pressure monitor, oxygen
hood and ventilator.
ST.JUDES RESEARCH:
St. Judes Children’s Research Hospital in Tennessee,
is a paediatric treatment and research facility focused
on children's catastrophic diseases. They provide
treatment to every child in need regardless of their
race, religion or their families’ abilities to pay. While
residing in America, Abinta donated quite frequently
and profusely to the Hospital’s cancer research unit
for children.
To continue with Abinta’s generosity, Abinta Kabir
Foundation provisioned a donation to St Judes in
November, 2017 to their research programme.

WINTER DRIVE
Winter is a challenging season for the impoverished population, particularly homeless peoples,
in Bangladesh. To help them in combating severe
cold, the Foundation distributed 500 blankets to
destitute people of Natore (lowest temperature
prone area in Bangladesh) in December 2016.
FLOOD RELIEF
Exceptional rainfall in India and Nepal resulted
in extensive flooding on rivers downstream in
Bangladesh in August, 2017. Millions of houses
were washed away and more than 6 million people were affected. The Foundation visited a small
village in Belkuchi, Sirajganj on 22nd September,
2017 to distribute relief packages to 500 afflicted
families.
KORAIL SLUM SUPPORT
Korail slum is the biggest slum community in
Dhaka, which houses millions of underprivileged
people. This slum community has been affected
by fire related incidents several times. Due to
the congested nature of the slum dwelling,
fire spreads very quickly. In March 2017, the
Foundation distributed more than 500 mosquito
nets and plastic floor mats.

ENVIRONMENTAL
PHILANTHROPY
NAWABPUR TREE PLANTATION
Due to rapid urbanisation, plantation has taken a
back seat. The younger generation is not experiencing nature and its significance. To address this
particular issue, the Foundation organised a daylong programme on 22nd January, 2017 in Chandrakhola Prathomik Bidyalya in Nawabganj, Dhaka
where lengthy discussion on necessity of plants
and their benefits was held. The Foundation also
planted more than 500 saplings on the school
premises.
JOLSHIRI TREE PLANTATION
To uphold the Foundation’s promise to look after nature, it planted more than 500 plants at the
Jolshiri Project – a company registered under the
Joint Stock Company of Bangladesh and managed
by the Army on 21st May, 2017.

donation will benefit 300 victims about 1,000 times
over in next two years. Abinta’s ardent desire was that
the victims of such horrid violence are not treated as
outcasts by society, but efforts should be made to
assist them to get opportunities in pursuit of their
ambitions.
“As more people are aware, the cause will attract domestic and international attention. I am inspired by
the strength of these people and know that more ill
become courageous and independent in pursuing
day-to-day life and soon will be socially accepted.”
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FUTURE
SCHEMES

FUTURE SCHEMES

A Blue Print of Our Dreams

ORPHANAGE
There is pressing need for shelter for abandoned, impoverished and in fierce need
of protection children. This along with the
Founder’s plight to assist underprivileged
children.

Abinta’s aspirations to make Bangladesh a
socially and economically viable country
through providing education and related
services to underprivileged children is the
Foundation’s focal area. Abinta dreamt of
setting-up a compound where an orphanage
and an old home would reside side-by-side. To
accomplish this dream, the Foundation plans to
provide shelter and other relevant facilities for
underprivileged children and senior citizens.
Founding an orphanage is a step towards that
goal.
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Abinta Kabir Foundation has a firm plan to
establish an orphanage facility on their owed
premises to house a small group of girl children (initially) with care givers. The Foundation already owns a building to house the orphans to begin a pilot programme.
OLD HOME
There is an ever increasing population of senior
citizens, many from impoverished households
and often forsaken and deserted by families
with nowhere to go. The Foundation plans
to establish an Old Home. This is to preserve
the rich history that life provides and which in
turn arms the new generation with necessary
life skills.

Dream - Inspire - Change

OTHER SIGNIFICANT INTENTIONS
• Establish the school, the orphanage and
the old home in the same premises
• Provide a holistic support (education including higher studies, health as well as
future employment) to the orphans
• Collaboration in terms of residents of the
hold home acting as the caregivers of the
orphanage
• Add dormitory facility for the students, if
needed
• Add one class a year (up to class 10) to
the school
• Introduce the Foundation’s branded LMS
- the Library Management System for
schools in Bangladesh
• Have vocational training for the mothers
(Basic computer, tailoring, cooking or other relevant components) as part of the life
skill module
• Provide basic literacy training to the parents and the students’ siblings
• Provide professional counselling support
to students and their parents

The Abinta Kabir Foundation | Annual Report 2017 -2018
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MILESTONES AND ASPIRATIONS
THE STORY CARRIES ON
The Abinta Kabir Foundation is built on the ambitions and dreams of a
dedicated philanthropist whose firm and absolute faith in the philosophy
that in order to fulfill one’s responsibilities and commitment as a
conscious human – one should strive to give back to one’s community.
Being a Bangladeshi, she knew her pursuits should be concentrated
in ensuring basic needs for the underprivileged – like education for
children, stable houses for poor families, access to hygienic sanitation
and safe drinking water as well as nurturing the environment by planting
trees and providing emergency support to victims of flood, fire accidents,
acid burns, etc.
The Abinta Kabir Foundation is a year old and already made their
presence known by staying true to the visions of their young and gifted
founder and progressing towards realising Abinta’s hopes and ambitions
of helping the less fortunate ones silently but steadily. They have
established a school and provided shelter to 12 deserving families and
been part of innumerable donations to worthy causes.
Abinta’s passion for arts and crafts is preserved in the form of the
Abinta Gallery of Fine Arts, where paintings of local artists are exhibited
regularly. The Cyber Centre and the Archive is another step towards
honouring Abinta’s commitment to nurturing present and future talents.
Abinta Kabir Foundation has already outlined its future directions:
establishment of an orphanage and an old home as well as a single
compound with orphanage, old home and Abinta Kabir Foundation
School.
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PROFILES & CASE STUDIES

PROFILE 2

FARIA ALAM RIA

Teach for Bangladesh Fellow

PROFILE 1

MOHAMMED HUSSEIN
SYED

Recipient of the Abinta Kabir
Endowed Fellowship
Abinta Kabir Endowed Fellowships supports
students at Oxford College with preference to
students who are residents of South Asia or
have a demonstrated knowledge of Bangladesh
history and culture. The scholarship was
established in memory of Abinta. Abinta was an
Oxford sophomore – an outstanding student, a
humanitarian and a leader. Abinta exemplified the
true meaning of kindness and unity and served
as a role model to aspiring leaders and scholars,
dedicating countless hours to the Student
Activities Committee, leading and serving the
Oxford community (Emory official website). The
Abinta Kabir Foundation set up the scholarship
for students from Bangladesh and neighbouring
south Asian countries to attend Oxford College.
The Abinta Kabir scholarship was awarded to, a
20-year old student from Hyderabad, India. He
went to Druid Hills High School (right next to
Emory College in Decatur) before enrolling in
the bachelor’s degree programme in chemistry at
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Faria’s journey started in the education space
as a teacher in Sir John Wilson School. She
is currently a Teach for Bangladesh Fellow,
and also in the process of finishing her
post-graduate course at the BRAC Institute
of Educational Development. She started
working at the Abinta Kabir Foundation
School in January, 2018 as a Teach for
Bangladesh Fellow for a two year tenure. Her
involvement as a Fellow and a teacher at the
school encouraged her to create an engaging
and interactive teaching-learning experience
for the students.

the Oxford College. He lives in close vicinity of
the Oxford College and being so close to home
provides him with a sense of comfort which
in turn, lets him concentrate in trying to be as
brilliant as Abinta has been. He came to live in
America – Atlanta to be precise, when he was 4
(four) years old.
He is an enthusiastic learner and has cultivated
a true love of learning. He feels right at home in
Oxford campus – a tight-knit community. He also
surmised that small class-room size helped him to
connect with his professors and peers. While he
is comfortable seeking help from his professors,
he also enjoys the process of applying critical
thinking to solve his own questions. One of his
favourite classes is organic chemistry. He wishes
to train as a Doctor after he finishes his bachelor
degree.
As a first recipient of the scholarship, Mohammed
appreciates the opportunities the scholarship has
entailed him. Through his dedication to his studies,
his involvement in campus life, and his enthusiasm
for connecting with others, Mohammed is
honouring Abinta and leading by example for
other students.
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"Receiving the Abinta Kabir
Endowed Scholarship and
attending Oxford has taught
me that if you work hard, you
can achieve whatever it is you
desire." - Mohammed Syed

She firmly believes that by building strong
character traits – resilience, optimism,
collaboration, etc.- in students and providing
them with a sense of security through stable
relationship with at least one adult can create
winners and achievers. She often visits the
students and their parents in their community
outside school hours. Sometimes she and the
students sit in a circle – learning circle – where
they chat about everything and anything; this
in turn, makes the bond between her and her
students stronger.
The affinity she feels with the philosophy of

the school and its founder, Abinta herself –
makes her work very enjoyable. Long working
hours and struggle to strategically manage
her workload, which includes instructional
time spent in the classrooms as well as time
spent on extra tutoring, lesson planning,
grading, data entry and analysis, also training
for further development can be challenging
sometimes, but the end results – the bright
smiling faces of the students with glimmering
eyes looking towards an equally bright future
makes it worth the effort.
Her past experience as a volunteer working
with various NGOs pushed her hard to realise
her dream of working with children who come
from impoverished families by providing them
support and tools to become exceptional
citizens in future – who are able to take
critical life decisions. She will continue to
work in sectors where she gets opportunities
to work closely with low income families and
communities to help them work towards
realising their dreams of better futures.
Following are two brilliant case studies of two
future torch bearers who are sure footed and
have very clear ideas about their future.
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CASE STUDY

RIYA MONI
CLASS-I, AGE: 7
Riya’s family has five members – her, father,
mother and two younger siblings. Her mother
earns living by cooking in people’s houses. She
always comes to pick up Riya from school after
finishing with her job. Riya shares a special bond
with her maternal grandmother who lives nearby; she is Riya’s secret keeper. But all her demands
– for worldly goods, such as, soap, shampoo, hair
clips, etc. are put in front by her mother.
Riya loves to come to school and fervently hopes
to continue as long as possible; in case she has to
shift, she would prefer to continue her education
at her village school, where most of her extended
families live.
Riya wants to become a Doctor, so that she could
help those who cannot afford expensive medical
treatments. Her decision is based on the regular
health check-ups she received at the school and
her interaction with the doctors. An important
motivation for her, is to be able to earn enough
for the whole family – so that her mother can
stop cooking for others and spend more time at
home.
Abinta Kabir Foundation School is slowly but
surely helping her to grow in bounds and leaps.
One of the school’s primary objective is to nurture
and encourage such dreams in hopes that one
day in the near future, students like Riya Moni,
will have the courage and support to pursue their
own vision.
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Riya Moni
CASE STUDY

HABIB NURI
CLASS-II, AGE: 8

Habib Nuri

Nuri’s family has four members including herself, her mother, one brother and an uncle. Her father
passed away few years back. Her mother works as a cook at the local men’s hostel. Nuri loves food
made by her mother and often helps her while she cooks for the family.
Nuri wants to study till the last class at the Abinta Kabir Foundation School; if that is not possible –
then, in her own words, “I want to study at another school which would be exactly like this school”.
She aspires to be a teacher, just like her class teacher, Faria Miss. She wants to educate children
like herself – who usually have no one to look after their interests.
Nuri’s mother went to school, so she can help her with homework. She wants to be successful
enough to buy a flat for her mother; so that her mother can have her own house. Attending the
Foundation’s School has given her confidence to reach for goals those seemed impossible before
and she will eventually achieve her heart’s desire: a home for her mother.
Dream - Inspire - Change
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PROFILE 3

PROFILE 4

Law Student from University of Dhaka
Recipient of Financial Aid

Law Student from University of Dhaka
Recipient of Financial Aid

SANJIDA AKTER

NUPUR AKHTER

"I am Sanjida Akter. I am a student of department of law at University
of Dhaka. I have come from an impoverished family. My father is the
one and only earning member of my family. Besides myself, I have one
brother and one sister who are also studying. So it was very difficult
for my father to carry the expenditure of my study. At that momrnt
Abinta Kabir Foundation gave me the scholarship. Actually by giving this
scholarship Abinta Kabir Foundation has done much more than give me
money, they have given me support. So I am very grateful to the Abinta
Kabir Foundation. I pray for Abinta that Allah might keep her soul in
peace. I also pray for Abinta's family. I hope that in future the Abinta
Kabir Foundation will continue to support unprivileged students."
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"Abinta Kabir Foundation is a name of greater optimism in darkness. At
first I want to express my gratefulness to the Abinta Kabir Foundation.
Like the heavenly soul of Abinta Kabir, this foundation is also carrying
on it's activities to fulfill her aims. The realisation of her dreams has
been an immense support to me. Currently I am a student of LL.B. 2nd
year of the Dhaka University. I have obtained a scholarship from this
foundation in my first year. Actually, this is a great help for me in my
helpless period and the contribution can hardly be described. Being a
student of Law it is impossible for me to do any kind of job, not even
tutoring. In such a difficult period Abinta Kabir Foundation stands by
me and makes it easy to carry on my study. l always pray to the almighty
to keep Abinta's soul at peace and to give us the strength so that we
can realize all the hopes and dreams of Abinta Kabir. I am also optimistic
that this foundation will broaden its activities over the country to cover
more underprivileged students to fulfill the dreams of Abinta Kabir. I
am thankful to the Abinta Kabir Foundation and all the members of the
team."
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CASE STUDIES

PROFILE

MAISHA MALIHA
Maisha was selected as the Volunteer Program
Assistant after going through traditional selection
process – written test and formal interviews. She
did her Master’s degree on Developmental Studies
from BRAC University. A highly motivated and
strong believer in the Abinta Kabir Foundation’s
Young Volunteers’ Project, she takes her role very
seriously.

MAISHA MALIHA

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM ASSISTANT
ABINTA KABIR FELLOWSHIP
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY, BANGLADESH

“…growing up in Bangladesh, which is a third world nation, meant that
I have to give back to my community." - Abinta Kabir
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She sits at the Habitat for Humanity Bangladesh
office in Dhaka. She started her duties on 11th
of October, 2017 for tenure of two years. Her
main responsibility is to supervise Habitat’s
project (building of 12 houses) supported by the
Foundation. She periodically visits the houses and
takes details of their present status since living in
the upgraded houses via a set of questionnaires.
She also prepares monthly report for the
Foundation, which includes case stories.
Maisha is responsible to develop and encourage
volunteerism as well. She visits different
educational institutes, particularly schools, to build
rapport and to raise awareness on volunteerism
– specifically on the need of young volunteers
in various social causes among students. She
surmised that the concept of volunteerism, she
amusingly termed it as ‘many hands make light
work’, if explained rightly – the youths would be
interested to be volunteers and become ‘change
makers’. She will carry out an in-depth research on
‘Volunteerism in Bangladesh’ this year.

She appreciates the opportunities the position
offers, such as, meeting youths and spreading the
worthiness of volunteerism among them, being
involved with the underprivileged community, and
most of all – the aura of possibilities evident in
people’s eyes – all add to her gratitude for being a
part of this project. She believes the Foundation’s
scheme to involve youth of our country in social
causes would create empathic and conscious
future citizens.
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Abinta is a fitting representative of the philosophy,
that the new generation of youth can bring in
significant societal change if nurtured accordingly.
She herself was a budding philanthropist and with
a foresightedness of a much wiser individual–
firmly believed in giving back to the country and
its people for a prosperous and sustainable future.
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CASE STUDY - 1

UTPAL CHANDRA DAS
& SHIBANI RANI DAS
Utpal Chandra Das, in his mid-30s has a wife,
Shibani Rani Das (housewife) and 9-months old
boy, Ishan Chandra Das. He is primarily a farmer
and rents lands to produce seasonal crops. He
does fishing in other seasons. Utpal has read up
to class V.
Before becoming the proud owner of the
concrete built house – financed by the

MD. ZAHIRUL ISLAM, &
NAZMA AKHTER
Foundation, he used to share a room with
his father, brother and his family – making
it a dilapidated house shared between eight
people. He and his family used to sleep on the
floor on patis (bamboo-sheet mattresses). The
house had a thatched roof and walls/floor made
with mud. The house would become literally
unliveable during monsoon season; the roof
would leak profusely, often would be blown

away because of the strong wind and the floor
would become too wet to sleep. The house,
basically one-room, was dingy, dark and airless. He and his family did not own any sanitary
facility or tube well for water. They had to share
the latring and tube well with their neighbours.
He learned from the area CBO leader about the
Foundation-Habitat partnership and applied
with necessary documents (land ownership).
He got selected and his solid house was built by
a group of volunteers. Utpal also participated in
the building – with the Foundation’s generous
donation. He remembered that particular
occasion very fondly because he bonded well
with the volunteers and enjoyed the whole
process of building his own house – a solid,
safe and secure place for his family.
He explained in detail the gratification of having
a sturdy roof over head. Utpal Chandra does
not have to worry about his family’s safety
when out to work. Being the father of a toddler,
he finds comfort in knowing he can sleep safely
even with rain or strong winds. He has great
respect for the assistance given to him, and his
self-assurance to provide for and protect his
family are restored. The light, airy and freshly
painted room give him the opportunity to relax,
leaves his mind ‘at peace’ and brings ‘a spring to
his steps’ as he goes out to work.
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Zahirul Islam and his wife, Nazma Akhter, along
with their 5-year-old daughter, MosammetIkra,
lived under the extreme poverty line. Their
daughter used to sleep in the kitchen floor
before he became the proud owner of the
home built by the volunteers and Abinta Kabir
Foundation. His brand new home is clean and
beautifully decorated which was built on a
small land he inherited from his father. Like the
other twelve houses, he also boasts a latrine
and a tube well.

he now sleeps on a newly bought bed with a
lovely bamboo mat on the floor to entertain
guests. Things seemed to be impossible before,
i.e. receiving guests, being asked to participate
in community-based decisions or going to
work during hazardous weather and not worrying about his family’s safety – is now becoming a part of his daily life. Being able to provide
a stable homestead for his family after such a
long time (he has been married for nearly eight
years), gives him the most peaceful sleeps at
night; not to mention ‘face-splitting smile’ every time he comes back from work and enters
his abode.
He immensely enjoyed the build day with the
volunteers; he bonded with them on laying

“Abinta Kabir Foundation has done something
incredible for me - they build me a home.” -Zahirul
Islam, recipient of the newly built house
Zahirul is a seasonal farmer. He earns money
rest of the year by catching fishes. His daughter goes to the nursery class at the local primary school; she is a very happy child and eager
to share her stories with anybody interested to
listen. He also grows vegetable on the strip of
land adjacent to his house. He still shares his
parents’ kitchen – where his wife cooks for her
family; he shares his tube well with his extended family.
From sleeping on the mud floor of the kitchen,
which often gets flooded in monsoon rains –

the concrete floor and chatting on an array of
topics. He surmised he made some friends for
life. With a stable household, he now can concentrate on improving his economic status to
provide for a bright future for his wife and his
daughter.
Another success story and another piece
of Abinta’s dream came alive. This devoted
philanthropist brought hopes and possibilities
to thousands of people already – the number
will grow to millions in not so far future.
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MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD
UNDER THE SOCIAL WELFARE ACT

NILU ROWSHAN
MURSHED
Chairperson

LUBNA AHMED
Treasurer

MEET THE TEAM
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MANZUR MURSHED
Vice Chairman

TANVEER AHMED
Assistant General
Secretary

RUBA AHMED
General Secretary

MD. EHSANUL KABIR
Member
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NASIM HARUN
CHOUDHURY
Member
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CORE TEAM MEMBERS

AHMED JAWAD YUSUF
Analyst, Finance and Accounts

“The inspiring journey and telling rationale
behind this glorious institution not only gives
me the heightened realization of self but also
guides me to prioritize the most important
element of existence, and that is being human."

FARKHUNDA AHMED
Executive, Communications and PR
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“Becoming the communication key person for
this foundation is because I always love to
meet new people and experience diversified
fields of works. I am from Environmental
Science & Management Department of North
South University."

GENERAL MEMBERS OF
ABINTA KABIR FOUNDATION
UNDER THE SOCIAL WELFARE ACT

SYEDA SHAJEELA SHAWKAT
Manager, Research and Development

"I am an anthropologist by training and passionate about education. It has been an honour to be able to contribute towards Abinta's
dreams and find meaning in my work everyday.
Her determination to serve Bangladesh has
been an inspiration for the team."

ZAKIA SULTANA
Manager, Education Programme

“I envision quality education for Abinta
Kabir Foundation schools to empower the
underprivileged students to live a life of
dignity and pride."

Dream - Inspire - Change

MD. SHARIFUL ISLAM
Manager, Procurement and Logistics

“I have completed my masters majoring in
management from Dhaka University and work
here to serve the underprivileged to fulfill
Abinta Kabir’s dream. I proud to be a team
member of the Abinta Kabir Foundation."

MALIHA AHSAN
Officer, Education Programme

"I have a masters in Educational Leadership
and School Improvement and was a Teach
for Bangladesh fellow. My motivation behind
joining the team is quite personal; I resonate
with Abinta’s ardent desire to bridge-thegap between privileged and underprivileged
children through education."

SULTAN M. MINEUDDIN
Gallery Curator

"Working in an organization which has
strong core values and morals truly
inspires me to work hard and fulfill
the dreams of our founder to help
the underprivileged and serve the art
society and artists of Bangladesh."

MD. SADEKUL ISLAM
Manager, Programme

"I have been in the NGO sector of
Bangladesh for the last 20 years and
this institution has been a unique
experience."

MUNTASIR AHSAN
Gallery Executive

“Assigned to execute the functions of the foundation and gallery. Coming from background of Social
Sciences- it gives a sense of pride to work in this
foundation to impart the moral values of Abinta
Kabir through serving the society.”

MD. RASHED UDDIN
Senior Officer, Procurement and Logistics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Allocation of resources and its management seems
to be a challenging action, but overall helps to
determine progress of our goal to serve the society
following the footsteps of Abinta Kabir. Being a
business graduate majoring in Management- I
have been comfortably working in the logistics
department
the foundation.”
TheofAbinta
Kabir Foundation | Annual Report 2017 -2018

RAWSHAN MURSHED
MANZUR MURSHED
RUBA AHMED
LUBNA AHMED
TANVEER AHMED
MD. EHSANUL KABIR
NASIM HARUN CHOUDHURY
ZEENAT CHOUDHURY
NAJMA ENAYET ULLAH
TASMIMA HOSSAIN
ROKEYA KADER
FARZANA AHMED
PRIYANI MALEK
SULTAN MOHAMMED MAINUDDIN
MD. SHARIFUL ISLAM
SYEDA SHAJEELA SHAWKAT
AHMED JAWAD YUSUF
MD. ABDULLAH HIL SHAMIM
ABDULLAH AL MUNIR
TASNIA SHARMIN
AKM ABDUL WAPI
MD. HAFIZUR RAHMAN
MOHAMMED MANIRULHAQ RUBEL
MD. FARASH UDDIN
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PARTNERS

LIST OF VARIOUS EVENTS OF THE FOUNDATION

�ELEGANT GROUP
Abinta Kabir Foundation’s primary and lifelong partner

1ST
APRIL

Bashabo
School

�LAVENDER SUPER SHOP
Abinta Kabir Foundation’s sister concern and lifelong partner

21ST
MAY

Jolshiri
(Plantation
Project)

14TH
JUNE

Tedx
Youth ISD
Participation

8TH
JULY

AFK Office
Inauguration

�TEACH FOR BANGLADESH
A Fellow is recruited for 2018-2019, who is working as a full-time
teacher in the Abinta Kabir Foundation School, with the aim of
changing the academic trajectory of the students.
�HABITAT FOR HUMANITY, BANGLADESH
�OXFORD COLLEGE OF EMORY UNIVERSITY
�FACULTY OF FINE ART, DHAKA UNIVERSITY
Some of the Faculty of Fine Art students helped the students of the
Abinta Kabir Foundation School to paint a wall mural at the school.
�AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF DHAKA
Held a stall at the International Fair 2018 at the school premises.
The money raised from the fair was donated to the Acid Survivors
Foundation (ASF)
�MERIDIEN FINANCE
Donates blankets annually as part of Foundation’s winter drive
project
�MEGHNA BANK:
Donates blankets annually as part of Foundation’s winter drive
project
�SUN HEALTHCARE FOUNDATION
(PRAN GROUP)
A team of medical doctors conduct free monthly health check-ups
of students, and also provide other health services to the students
and their families all year round at a discount.
�WEBABLE DIGITAL
Foundation’s digital media partner
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14TH
SEPTEMBER

IUB Ascention,
Co-Sponsorship

14TH
OCTOBER

Gallery: The
Print (DU
Printmaking
Dept.)

17TH
NOVEMBER

Abinta Build

22ND
JANUARY

Nawabganj
Tree
Plantation

4TH
FEBRUARY

Book Launch
(Calcutta)

26TH
FEBRUARY

Book Launch
(Bangla
Academy)

20TH
APRIL

Gallery
(Exhibition):
Commemoration by
SHAKO

COLLABORATORS
�DHAKA SHISHU (CHILDREN)
HOSPITAL
�LIBAS FASHIONS

2017

2018

�ASIAN UNIVERSITY OF
WOMEN
�MAGNUM MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANCY
�INDEPENDENT UNIVERSITY OF
BANGLADESH
•PRAN BANGLADESH
•FROBEL ACADEMY
(CHITTAGONG)
�INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
DHAKA
�SCHOLASTICA JUNIOR
SECTION SCHOOL
�MARKS AND SPENCER
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4TH
MARCH

In Loving
Memory
(Foundation
Launch)

22ND
APRIL

Athena
Gallery
Renamed
to Abinta
Gallery of
Fine Arts
(Loving
Memory
– A Group
Exhibition)

25TH
MAY

4TH
JULY

JULY

6TH

11TH

5TH

3RD

24TH

27TH

11TH

FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
MAY
OCTOBER
FEBRUARY
WINGS (In
AISD Fair
Book Launch
Gallery
Abinta Cyber AFK School
FOBANA Gallery: Syed AUW (Ctg)
Gallery
Memory
(Dhaka)
Inauguration
Jahangir,
Presentation Participation (Exhibition):
(Exhibition):
Center &
Co-Sponsorof Abinta:
Memories
& Seminar
The Little
Archive
ship
Immensity
Financial Aid
Beyond
Artist
Launch
(Student Art
provided to
Memories
Exhibition
Project)
10 DU Law
Students)
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